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I. INTRODUCTION
Rotational invariance is one of the fundamental lattice symmetries in condensed matter crystals. The spontaneous breaking of this rotational symmetry can occur via the emergence of magnetic nematicity, which may lead to novel phases. Nematic phases also occur in liquid crystals. In recent years, nematicity has also been found in strongly correlated electronic systems, including the fractional quantum Hall effect [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and the iron-based superconductors [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In such systems, nematicity is usually observed accompanied with novel quantum states or new collective excitations, such as the nematic phase without long-range spin order in the iron-based superconductor 20 and the emergent new plasmon excitations in the fractional quantum Hall state 9 . Therefore, studying the origin of nematicity and its interplay with other properties in strongly correlated systems is important not only for understanding the novel states but also for predicting new quantum phases.
Very recently, nematicity was also found at zero temperature in a quantum spin liquid phase with spontaneous lattice C 4 rotational symmetry breaking 22 . This nematic spin liquid was identified in a spin-1 model on the square lattice with bilinear-biquadratic interactions, which is defined as
where S i is a spin-1 operator at site i, while J ij and K ij are the bilinear and biquadratic interactions, respectively 23 . Similar bilinear-biquadratic models were studied to describe spin-1 magnetic systems, such as the triangularlattice layered materials NiGa 2 S 4 24 and Ba 3 NiSb 2 O 9 25,26 , the honeycomb-lattice 6HB-Ba 3 NiSb 2 O 9 27 , and the ironpnictide 28 and iron-chalcogenide superconductors [29] [30] [31] [32] . Thus, such spin-1 bilinear-biquadratic Hamiltonian is a prototypical model to search for novel quantum phases in frustrated spin-1 systems [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
In one dimension, the ground state phase diagram of Eq. (1) with nearest-neighbor couplings has been well established 40 . A symmetry-protected topological phase has been identified, known as the Haldane state, with a finite bulk gap and gapless edge states if open boundaries are used 33, 43 . In two dimensions (2D), according to the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis-Hastings theorem 44, 45 , the ground state of such a spin-1 model could be either a conventional ordered state with spontaneous symmetry breaking, a gapless spin liquid, a gapped spin liquid with topological order, or a quantum paramagnet with a unique ground state and finite bulk gap.
With these many fruitful possibilities, the studies of novel quantum phases in such 2D systems have attracted much attention, especially near the highly symmetric SU (3) point with equal bilinear and biquadratic interactions J ij = K ij 42,46-55 , which has enhanced frustration due to the strong competition between the two types of interactions. By only considering the nearest-neighbor couplings, a three-sublattice magnetic order has been reported near the SU (3) point on the triangular 47, 50, 55 and square lattices 42, [48] [49] [50] 54 . Alternatively, the valence bond solid states, which spontaneously break lattice symmetries including a trimerized ground state on the kagome lattice 46, 52 and a plaquette state on the honeycomb lattice 51, 53 , have also been suggested to exist near the SU (3) point. Most surprisingly, recent large-scale density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculations confirmed the three-sublattice order in the triangular SU (3) model, but found new evidence to support a nematic quantum spin liquid rather than the three-sublattice magnetic order in the square SU (3) model 22 . This nematic spin liquid is particularly interesting since it does not have either spin dipolar or quadrupolar long-range order, but has a nonzero nematic order with C 4 lattice rotational symmetry broken spontaneously while it preserves translational symmetry 22 .
Nematicity has rarely been reported in quantum spin liquid states, and its driving force in this setting is still to be understood. In Ref. 22 , the nematicity in the spin liquid phase was argued to be caused by the fluctuations peaked at the momentum (π, 2π/3) on a finite-size cluster. These dominant fluctuations appear clearly in the spin and quadrupolar static structure factors, and are proposed to be the result of melting order at momentum (π, 2π/3). Note that the state with wavevector (2π/3, π) in a two-dimensional system is totally equivalent: starting from high temperature and cooling down via an annealing or Monte Carlo process, if it were possible, both states have equal chance, similarly as the (π, 0) and (0, π) states in undoped iron superconductors. The cylindrical boundary conditions used here may introduce a small symmetry breaking preference for (π, 2π/3), like a small magnetic field up favors in a ferromagnetic Ising model the state with all spins up. But these are minor details that do not affect our nematic analysis: there are two wavevector states quasi-degenerate and only one can become the ground state.
The tendency towards (π, 2π/3) fluctuations can also be discussed using a coupled-chain picture of a conjectured gapless spin liquid; here 2π/3 is twice the parton "Fermiwavevector" for an SU (3) chain, which is associated with the 1/3-filling of those partons, and π simply reflects the interchain coupling that is relevant in the RG sense 22 . However, the precise origin of the nematicity and dominance of the wavevectors (π, 2π/3) or (2π/3, π) still requires further investigations. Before answering these difficult questions, it is important to establish how nematicity is stabilized in different quantum phases and how does it behave at quantum phase transitions.
In this paper, we use large-scale DMRG calculations to address these issues by simulating the model (1) while adding further-neighbor biquadratic interactions. We focus on parameter regions around the SU (3) point with antiferromagnetic J 1 = K 1 = 1.0 (J 1 and K 1 are the nearest-neighbor bilinear and biquadratic interactions, respectively). We show that the small nematic spin liquid region reported recently near the SU (3) point with K 1 = J 1 22 can actually be broadened by adding the second-neighbor (K 2 ) and third-neighbor (K 3 ) biquadratic interactions. In addition, with further growing biquadratic interaction strengths, different spin dipolar and quadruplar orders are identified, characterized by specific spin and quadrupolar correlation functions and structure factors. For better describing the nematicity, we study both the B 1g and B 2g nematic order channels that have been proposed to classify different rotational symmetry breakings on the square lattice 56 .
Through our extensive DMRG simulations, a plethora of new quantum phases are unveiled here, including quantum phases with either B 1g or B 2g nematicity, as well as phases that preserve lattice rotational symmetry. We find that the obtained nematic orders faithfully describe the quantum states and the corresponding quantum phase transitions. Interestingly, although our DMRG simulations are performed on cylindrical geometries, which a priori explicitly break lattice rotational invariance, we show that this explicit breaking leads to small effects for the systems we study. On the other hand, when nematic order parameters are studied in regions where nematicity appears stable the signal is very robust, much larger than the small effect caused by the geome-try. As a consequence, DMRG studies using cylinders can be used to identify quantum phase transitions involving nematicity, in addition to the standard analysis of the spin-spin and quadrupolar-quadrupolar correlation functions. Our work thus provides a procedure to use the DMRG to analyze nematic orders and nematic phase transitions in spin square-lattice models, which can be generalized to other geometries.
Our paper is organized as follow. In Sec. II, we introduce computational details and define the order parameters that we will measure. In Sec. III and Sec. IV, we show the quantum phase diagrams of model Eq. (1) varying K 2 or K 3 , and we characterize different spin dipolar and quadrupolar phases by their correlation functions and order parameters. In Sec. V, we calculate nematic orders for different phases and use these nematic orders to characterize the quantum phase transitions. A summary and discussion is given in Sec. VI.
II. METHOD AND ORDER PARAMETERS
In the SU (2) DMRG simulation 57, 58 , we set the NN bilinear coupling J 1 = 1.0 as the energy scale and we focus on the parameter regions around the SU (3) point with K 1 = J 1 . We will consider additional second-neighbor (K 2 ) or thirdneighbor (K 3 ) biquadratic interactions (see Fig. 1 ) to study the quantum phases of the system Eq. (1) on the square lattice. By adding extra couplings we can enhance the region of stability of the spin liquid found at the SU(3) point, rendering its properties more clear. To reduce the influence of finite-size effects as much as possible, we study the system on both the rectangular cylinder (RC) and the 45 • -tilted cylindrical (TC) geometries. These two cylindrical geometries have periodic boundary conditions in the y direction (circumference direction) and open boundaries in the x direction (axis direction), and we denote them as RCL y or TCL y (L y is the number of sites along the short circumference direction). With regards to the "long" direction along the axis, we analyzed systems with L x = 24 and 36 to confirm that we obtain similar results. Most of our DMRG simulations have focused on the RC6 geometry, which can harbor both three-and two-sublattice order structures. Also, we selected some typical points to perform DMRG simulations on RC9 clusters (because they are highly demanding of computer time) to check the stability of the several quantum phases on larger clusters. For three-sublattice orders, we also study the TC geometry for cross-checking purposes. By keeping up to 4000 SU (2) DMRG states, most of the truncation errors in the important intermediate coupling region are about 10 −7 , while the largest ones in our calculations are around 10 −5 .
To characterize different quantum states, we calculate spin S i · S j and quadrupolar Q i · Q j correlation functions as well as their structure factors, where the quadrupolar tensor operator is Q i = with Q αβ i = S α i S β i + S β i S α i − 4 3 δ αβ (α, β = x, y, z). The quadrupolar correlation function can be expressed as Q i · Q j = 2(S i · S j ) 2 + S i · S j − 8/3. We perform the Fourier transformation for the correlation functions to obtain the spin structure factor as
and the quadrupolar structure factor as
where the sites i, j are chosen inside the middle region of size N s = L y × 2L y in order to avoid the effects of open edges and also be able to consider both two-and three-sublattice orders 22 . We use these correlation functions and structure factors to detect spin dipolar and quadrupolar orders. As the range of accessible system sizes available for DMRG spin-1 systems is limited due to the difficulty of the calculation, we cannot perform detailed finite-size scaling analysis. Fortunately, in our studied parameter regions the measured spin dipolar and quadrupolar orders are strong, and for this reason they can be clearly identified on the L y = 6, 9 finite systems we employ. In some of the magnetic order phases we investigated, the lattice rotational symmetry by 90 o is also broken (nematicity) accompanied by spin rotational symmetry breaking. To study better this nematicity, we define the lattice nematic order parameters in both the B 1g and B 2g channels for both spin dipolar and quadrupolar operators 22, 29, 56, 60 , as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, we have four nematic order parameters with two of them in the B 1g channel for the NN bonds as
and the other two parameters in the B 2g channel for the NNN (π,π), RC6 (π,2π/3), RC6 (2π/3,2π/3), RC6 (0,π), RC6 (π,0), RC6 (π,2π/3), RC9 (2π/3,2π/3), RC9 bonds as
wherex andŷ denote the unit vectors along the two directions, and N m is the number of sites of the two columns in the middle of cylinder. Both the nonzero B 1g and B 2g nematic order parameters characterize a C 4 symmetry breaking on the square lattice, but the two order parameters are related to different mirror symmetries. The B 1g order preserves the mirror symmetries along e x and e y but breaks the mirror symmetries along e x+y and e x−y . On the other hand, the B 2g order preserves the mirror symmetries along e x+y and e x−y but breaks the symmetries along e x and e y . In DMRG simulations on cylindrical geometries, lattice C 4 rotational symmetry is naturally broken, and thus the corresponding nematic order parameter would be nonzero when using finite circumferences. However, for the quantum states without C 4 symmetry breaking, the cylinder-induced explicit nonzero nematic order was found to be very small and it decreases rapidly with growing circumference (see below). For the states with intrinsic C 4 symmetry breaking, on the other hand, a robust nematic order parameter was found. As a consequence, this aspect is under control in our study.
For the benefit of the readers, we would like to mention two additional comments: (1) we have also performed linear flavor-wave calculations 22, 48 to study the same parameter regions as used for the DMRG simulations. However, due to the spurious divergence of both spin dipolar and quadrupolar order parameters when using this technique, we could not obtain reasonable flavor-wave phase diagrams to report. For this reason, we decided not to discuss such calculations in this publication; (2) Our investigation focuses on finding a robust region of stability of the previously reported nematic spin liquid 22 . But at present we do not know which specific material may display the needed robust values of the biquadratic terms K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 . This matter will be investigated in the near future using more realistic multiorbital Hubbard systems with large on-site coupling U .
III. QUANTUM PHASE DIAGRAM WITH K2
First, we study the quantum phase diagram of the model varying K 2 in the absence of K 3 , with a resulting phase diagram shown in Fig. 2 . We found three phases in this system. In the nematic spin liquid around the SU (3) point 22 , both spin and quadrupolar structure factors in Fig. 2 (e) have weak peaks at momentum (π, 2π/3) on the RC6 cylinder. As K 2 decreases down to K 2 < −0.2, an antiferroquadrupolar ordered phase with dominant peak at momentum (π, π) (AFQ2) arises, as shown in Figs. 2(a,d) . The spin structure factor has four weak peaks at momenta (0, ±π) and (±π, 0). The real-space quadrupolar correlations in Fig. 2 (g) clearly show two-sublattice structures in both the xand y-directions. With growing K 2 > 0, the system transits to an antiferromagnetic order with dominant peak at (π, 2π/3) (AFM23) in the spin structure factor, as shown in Figs. 2(b,f). The real-space spin correlations in Fig. 2 (h) also suggest two-and three-sublattice structures along the xand y-directions, respectively.
Considering the values of the peaks in both spin and quadrupolar structure factors, we plot the spin (m 2 S ) and quadrupolar (m 2 Q ) order parameters at different momenta as a function of K 2 in Figs. 3(a-b). In Fig. 3 (a), we find a sharp drop of m 2 S (0, π)/(π, 0) at K 2 −0.2. Meanwhile, m 2 Q (π, π) also has a sharp drop, which indicates a sharp phase transition between the AFQ2 and the nematic spin liquid, likely a first-order transition signaled by a level crossing. For large K 2 1.0, the dominant order parameter is m 2 S (π, 2π/3), suggesting the emergence of spin AFM23 order. Both the order parameters m 2 S and m 2 Q continuously change with growing K 2 > 0.0. Due to our limitations in system sizes, it is not easy to identify the precise transition point between the nematic spin liquid and the AFM23 phase. Thus, in our sketched phase diagram only a diffuse region is shown for the transition.
To characterize the different ordered phases in real space, we plot log-linear figures for both the spin S i · S j and quadrupolar Q i · Q j correlations on the long RC6 cylinder in Figs. 3(c-d). Around the SU (3) point, both spin and quadrupolar correlations decay very fast, supporting the previously reported presence of a quantum spin liquid phase in this region 22 . For the AFQ2 phase, the quadrupolar correlation of the blue square with K 2 = −0.4 in Fig. 3(d) clearly shows long-range quadrupolar order. In the spin correlations of Fig. 3 (c), we find that the results for the purple up triangle with K 2 = 1.0 strongly suggest long-range magnetic order for the AFM23 phase. Also, we observe that the spin correlations at K 2 = 0.4 enhance dramatically compared to those for the SU(3) point and K 2 = 0.2, which suggests that the AFM23 order develops gradually approximately at K 2 ∼ 0.3. 
IV. QUANTUM PHASE DIAGRAM WITH K3
We have also investigated the model with J 1 = K 1 = 1.0, varying K 3 , at K 2 = 0.0. As in the previous case, we also obtained a rich quantum phase diagram as shown in Fig. 4 , which has now four quantum phases. Besides the nematic spin liquid around the SU (3) point, we also find three spin dipolar or quadrupolar ordered phases. At the K 3 > 0.1 region, the system displays an antiferroquadrupolar order with the ordering peak at momentum (2π/3, 2π/3) (AFQ3). The real-space quadrupolar correlations in Fig. 4(j) show three-sublattice orders in both the xand y-directions. For K 3 < 0.0, there are two quantum phase transitions. As K 3 decreases from 0.0, the nematic spin liquid first transits to an antiferromagnetic order with the momentum peak at (2π/3, 2π/3) (AFM3), which is stable only in the narrow region −0.3 < K 3 < −0.2 (the real-space spin configuration of the AFM3 is similar to the real-space quadrupolar configuration of the AFQ3). Note that this AFM3 state was suggested to be the ground state of the model at the SU (3) point. 42, [48] [49] [50] 54 Thus, we have the capability to observe this phase if stable. However, in our DMRG calculation the SU (3) point realizes a spin liquid state and the AFM3 state is indeed stable but only in a neighboring region, which implies that the AFM3 state is indeed a very competitive state in the search for the ground state of the SU (3) model. The second phase transition happens at where the system moves into an antiferroquadrupolar phase with dominant peak at momentum (π, π) and weak peaks at momenta (π, 0), (0, π), (0, 0) (AFQ4). According to the realspace quadrupolar correlations shown in Fig. 4(i) , the unit cell of the AFQ4 state includes four sites.
In Figs. 5(a-b) , we show the spin (m 2 S ) and quadrupolar (m 2 Q ) order parameters at different momenta as a function of K 3 . With growing K 3 starting from K 3 = −0.6, the magnetic order parameter m 2 S (2π/3, 2π/3) has a sharp jump at K 3 −0.3 and there is a sharp drop of the quadrupolar order parameter m 2 Q (π, π) as well, which indicates a sharp phase transition (first-order level crossing) between the AFQ4 and AFM3 phases. The AFM3 phase exists in a small region, and m 2 S (2π/3, 2π/3) drops sharply at K 3 −0.2, suggesting again a sharp transition to the nematic spin liquid. The third phase transition happens at K 3 0.1 between the nematic spin liquid and the AFQ3 phase, which is characterized by an increasing m 2 Q (2π/3, 2π/3). The spin and quadrupolar order phases are further characterized by spin and quadrupolar correlations in the long RC6 cylinder, as shown in Figs. 5(c-d). Although the AFM3 phase region is narrow, the AFM3 order is clearly shown at K 3 = −0.25 by the spin correlations that decay quite slowly. A larger region of stability for the AFM3 order might be realized by considering other interactions. For K 3 = −0.3 and 0.3, the AFQ4 and the AFQ3 orders are supported by strong quadrupolar correlations.
V. NEMATICITY
Since some of the spin dipolar and quadrupolar orders also break lattice rotational symmetry, we now turn to analyzing the nematicity of the different quantum phases by calculating four nematic order parameters in both the B 1g and B 2g channels for spin (σ S B1g/B2g ) and quadrupolar (σ Q B1g/B2g ) operators, as defined in Eqs.(4)- (7) . The nematic order parameters for J 1 = K 1 = 1.0, K 3 = 0.0, as a function of K 2 are shown in Fig. 6(a) . In the AFQ2 phase which preserves C 4 symmetry, both the B 1g and B 2g nematic orders in spin and quadrupolar channels are quite small. The fact that the B 1g nematicity is not exactly zero (although it is very small) in the AFQ2 regime is because of the explicit symmetry breaking caused by the cylindrical geometry in this channel (while in the B 2g channel the cylinder does not explicitly break the symmetry). The B 1g quantities should decay to zero as the width of the cylinder increases in the AFQ2 phase. The results also indicate that the symmetry-breaking effects due to the cylindrical geometry are small. As K 2 increases from negative values, both the B 1g nematic order parameters σ S B1g and σ Q B1g present a big jump at K 2 −0.2, which is consistent with the sharp phase transition from the AFQ2 to the nematic spin liquid with C 4 symmetry breaking discussed before. With further growing K 2 , the B 2g nematic orders remain quite small in the spin liquid but the B 1g orders are finite, as recently reported, which indicate that both the nematic spin liquid and the AFM23 states have the mirror symmetries along e x and e y but break the mirror symmetries along e x+y and e x−y . We wish to remark that in both the nematic spin liquid as well as the AFM23 phase stabilized at larger K 2 , the quadrupolar nematicity in the B 1g σ Q B1g is dominant, especially deep in the AFM23 phase such as K 2 = 1.0.
For the case with J 1 = K 1 = 1.0, K 2 = 0.0, and changing K 3 , we show the nematic orders in Fig. 6(b) . Similarly to the AFQ2 phase, both the B 1g and B 2g nematic orders are small for the AFQ4 phase with C 4 symmetry. With further growing K 3 , we find three sharp changes of the B 2g nematic orders at K 3 −0.3, −0.2, and 0.1, which agrees with the three phase transitions shown in Fig. 4 . In the AFM3 phase, the B 2g nematicity in the spin channel σ S B2g is dominant, while σ Q B2g is larger in the AFQ3 phase. The strong B 2g nematicity indicates that the AFM3 and AFQ3 orders break the mirror symmetries along e x and e y . We noticed that there are small values of σ S B1g and σ Q B1g in both the AFM3 and AFQ3 phases, which decay in magnitude from RC6 to RC9 and will likely vanish in the thermodynamic limit. Furthermore, we have performed DMRG simulations for the AFM3 and AFQ3 phases on twisted TC6 cylinders, which are rotated by the RC6 geometry by 45 • . In this case we obtain much smaller B 1g nematic order parameters as shown in Fig. 6 , which is consistent with our overall description of results.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied the quantum phases and phase transitions in the vicinity of the highly symmetric SU (3) point in the spin-1 bilinear-biquadratic Heisenberg model on the square lattice by using large-scale DMRG simulation. By computing spin and quadrupolar order parameters and correlation functions with tuning either the second-neighbor (K 2 ) or the third-neighbor (K 3 ) biquadratic interaction, we establish rich quantum phase diagrams with different spin dipolar and quadrupolar ordered phases. In addition, the nematic spin liquid phase which has been reported recently near the SU (3) model 22 is found to be robust in a wide parameter region varying the K 2 , K 3 couplings. Furthermore, we calculate the nematic order parameters for different quantum phases. Nematic magnetic states break the lattice invariance under 90 o rota-tions. We identify different lattice nematicity channels in the many quantum phases unveiled by using the B 1g and B 2g nematic orders. We also observe that the quantum phase transitions characterized by the nematic order parameters are consistent with those we find by spin and quadrupolar order parameters.
